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Caging and photo-induced decomposition of ethyl chloride molecules (EC) within a layer of

amorphous solid water (ASW) on top of clean and oxygen-covered Ru(001) under ultra-high

vacuum (UHV) conditions are presented. The caged molecules were estimated to reside

1.5 � 0.2 nm above the solid surface, based on parent molecule thermal decomposition on the

clean ruthenium. Dissociative electron attachment (DEA) of the caged molecules following

193 nm laser irradiation, result in initial fragmentation to ethyl radical and chloride anion. It was

found that photoreactivity on top of the clean ruthenium surface (Ru) is twenty times faster than

on the oxygen-covered surface (O/Ru), with DEA cross sections: sRu = (3.8 � 1) � 10�19 cm2

and sO/Ru = (2.1 � 0.3) � 10�20 cm2. This difference is attributed to the higher work function of

oxygen-covered ruthenium, leading to smaller electron attachment probability due to mismatch

of the ruthenium photo-electron energy with the adsorbed EC excited electron affinity levels. EC

molecules fragmented within the cage, result in post-irradiation TPD spectra that reveal primarily

C4H8, C3H5 and C3H3, without any oxygen-containing molecules. Unique stabilization of the

photoproducts has been observed with the first layer of water molecules in direct contact with the

substrate, desorbing near 180 K, a significantly higher temperature than the desorption of fully

caged molecules. This study may contribute for understanding stratospheric photochemistry and

processes in interstellar space.

1. Introduction

Photo-induced chemistry of molecules interacting with solid

interfaces has been the focus of interest and intensive research

in recent years.1–3. Early3 and more recent studies4 have

discussed photodesorption mechanisms from oxide surfaces

and ices respectively. A stabilizing effect of the ice environment

was reported for the case of trapped polycyclic aromatic

hydrocarbon (PAHs) ions, formed by ionizing irradiation,

attempting to mimic conditions at interstellar space, based

on IR laboratory studies.5,6a The same detection technique has

also been employed to monitor long-chain hydrocarbons,

formed following UV irradiation of ice analogs made of

formaldehyde and methanol.6b Other mechanisms to form

interstellar hydrocarbons were reviewed in ref. 6c.

Photo-induced reactivity on top of solid surfaces has

become increasingly important in recent years within the

context of photocatalysis, mostly with oxides (e.g. TiO2) as

catalysts at ambient conditions.7 Under these conditions,

molecules often interact with the solid surfaces in the presence

of a few water layers. Understanding the role of neighbor

water molecules that are not directly involved in the primary

photo-event is therefore important.

A central photodissociation pathway of adsorbed molecules

on metallic and oxide surfaces involves dissociative (photo)-

electron attachment mechanism.1,2

Caging of adsorbed molecules within water ice layers on

well-defined metallic substrates has been observed already

more than a decade ago. The first experimental demonstration

of a molecular cage in amorphous solid water (ASW) was that

of N2,
8 while other studies have focused mostly on haloge-

nated molecules, such as CCl4,
9 CD3Cl,

10 CD3Br, but also

other molecules were shown to be trapped by ASW, e.g.

CO2.
11 Subsequent desorption of the trapped molecules

proceeds via an explosive, ‘‘volcano’’ mechanism.8,9

Irradiation of molecular traps of this kind by UV light has

been suggested as a possible origin, via photodesorption12 and

fragmentation of the trapped molecular species13,14 of organic

molecules in interstellar space.

In this report we describe the caging and subsequent photo-

chemistry of ethyl chloride (EC) molecules, used as model for the

study of halogenated hydrocarbon molecules in the strato-

sphere.15 Quantifying the reactivity of caged molecules may

potentially assist studies of photo-induced processes at interstel-

lar space as well. The EC molecules were caged within layers of

ASW on well-characterized Ru(001) and O/Ru(001) substrates

under ultra-high vacuum (UHV) conditions. Subsequently the

system was irradiated by 6.4 eV photons from an excimer laser.

The clean and oxygen-covered ruthenium substrates were chosen

to demonstrate substrate effects on photoreactivity over solid

surfaces, often a neglected subject.

Several stable gaseous molecules are obtained following

reactivity among the nascent photoproducts. Cross sections

for these processes are reported.
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2. Experimental

The experiments described in this report were performed in an

ultra-high vacuum (UHV) apparatus, typical base pressure of

2� 10�10 Torr, described elsewhere in detail.13,16 The chamber

is equipped with a quadrupole mass-spectrometer (QMS) that

is covered by a glass tube with a 3 mm aperture in front, thus

avoiding a record of desorption from surfaces other than the

sample while improving sensitivity and selectivity. In addition

to standard temperature-programmed desorption DP-TPD
(P for pressure), average adsorbates dipole moment could be

determined by means of a Kelvin probe, operated in a

Dj-TPD (j for work function) mode as explained elsewhere.16

In addition, a mini excimer laser (PSX-100) provides 2.5 ns

long pulses at 193 nm, 3 mJ per pulse, and variable repetition

rate up to 100 Hz for the photo-excitation studies. The

analysis of the photoproducts was based on post irradiation

DP-TPD, simultaneously scanning a full range of masses

(see Fig. 2 below) at a heating rate of up to 2 K s�1. The

Ru(001) sample, oriented to within 0.5 degrees of the (001)

plane, could be cooled down to 82 K by pumping over a liquid

nitrogen reservoir. Temperature was determined by a C-type

thermocouple (W5%Re/W26%Re) and controlled to within

0.5 degrees using an ac resistive heating LabView routine.

3. Results and discussion

We have studied the photochemistry of EC molecules caged

inside 25 bilayers (BL) ASW following 193 nm laser

irradiation on clean Ru(001). An important element in this

study was the potential effect of the underlying substrate.

Therefore, we have compared results obtained from clean

Ru(001) to the photo-activity on top of ordered oxygen-

covered ruthenium, (2�1)–O/Ru(001). These substrates were

chosen to focus on the substrate effect on the outcome of

photo-induced processes rather than attempting to mimic

actual surfaces in the stratosphere or in interstellar space.

Before discussing the photochemistry within the cage it is

important to briefly introduce the procedure used to form a

molecular cage under ASW.

3.1 Cage formation: EC@ASW

The cage formation mechanism for EC is practically identical

to the first molecular cage observed with N2 (see ref. 8) and

other molecules in subsequent studies.9–11

Water layers were grown by back-filling the vacuum chamber,

determining the actual exposure and layer thickness based on

post-exposure-uptake TPD measurements. Such deposition

conditions form compact amorphous solid water, as was shown

before.17 The co-adsorption of EC molecules with a gradually

denser coverage of water leads to compression of the EC

molecules on the surface.10 At thick ASW layers [more than

20 BL, where 1 BL = (1 � 0.1) � 1015 molecules cm�2 on

Ru(001)]18,19 a cage has fully been developed, as evidenced by an

extremely narrow, explosive TPD peak with a typical width of

2–3 degrees at half maximum, near the onset desorption of ASW

at 165 K.

A fixed EC coverage of 0.3 ML was deposited first at 82 K,

followed by gradually thicker layers of ASW. The EC TPD

signal (mass 64) reveals three important stages of the cage

formation. Desorption of EC without water co-adsorption

(Fig. 1A) is characterized by a broad desorption peak,

centered at 175 K. At ASW converge of 6 BL one can

distinguish two different populations. The peak at 125 K

originates from a fraction of EC molecules that were

‘‘floating’’ on top of the ASW layer, as understood from the

low temperature desorption, before any water desorption

takes place. These molecules have no direct contact with the

substrate. In order to verify that these molecules are on top of

the water layer, 0.3 ML EC were deposited directly on top of a

6 BL thick ASW layer. The subsequent TPD is shown as a

dashed line in Fig. 1B, revealing identical behavior with the

floating molecules. The binding energy of EC to water was

estimated based on standard Redhead TPD lineshape analysis

of Fig. 1B, assuming a pre-exponential factor of 1013 s�1 for

the first order desorption rate. Activation energy for

desorption and its uncertainty, as derived from the TPD

analysis, is 8.4 � 1 kcal mol�1. This is a rather similar result

to the strength of interaction among EC molecules, derived

similarly from the TPD of multilayer of EC molecules (not

shown), which is 8.1 � 1 kcal mol�1.

A new and gradually narrowing peak emerges near 165 K,

at the onset of ASW desorption. This peak of caged EC

molecules contains most of the molecules that were previously

residing on the metallic substrate. There are parent molecules

and photochemically formed molecules that tend to be

associated with and stabilized by water molecules of the first

layer, desorbing at 178 K.

An important question that has not yet been addressed

regarding the caging process of molecules under layers of

ASW, is the location or distance of the trapped molecules

from the substrate, after the caging process has been

completed, as shown via TPD in Fig. 1C.

We have previously demonstrated, in the case of CD3Cl

trapped in ASW,10 based on work function change measure-

ments, that the caged molecules were lifted upwards, away

from the surface by the nature of interaction with the

post-adsorbed water molecules on a clean Ru(001) surface.

In order to better define the position of the EC molecules

above the substrate while caged within ASW, we took advan-

tage of the fact that a fraction of the first monolayer of parent

EC molecules (about 0.2) undergoes dissociation upon thermal

heating during TPD on the clean Ru(001). This dissociation is

manifested by the uptake of hydrogen molecules desorbing at

350 K, as a result of further dissociation and dehydrogenation

of the ethyl fragment.

No hydrogen signal could be detected from a full cage as

seen in Fig. 1C on top of clean Ru(001). This observation

indicates, we predict, that the caged molecules are too far from

the surface, therefore do not reach it upon cage explosive

desorption.

In order to clarify this assumption, we have defined a

maximum distance for EC molecules to reach the metallic

surface during desorption and leave its hydrogen desorption

signature. The calibration approach has been to mimic the

cage by constructing a sandwich of EC molecules between two

films of ASW. A variable thickness first layer attached to the

ruthenium substrate, then a fixed 0.3 ML of EC on top and
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then a second, constant thickness (10 BL) layer of ASW. The

details of this study will appear elsewhere, but the summary of

this test has been that at layer thickness of 9 � 1 BL and

above, the EC molecules do not reach the bottom ruthenium

substrate during the desorption of this sandwich composition.

We conclude that the caged molecules must reside within a

distance of at least 1.5 � 0.2 nm from the surface.

3.2 Photochemistry of caged EC

Once the EC@ASW cage has been established, it was

irradiated by UV light at 193 nm, photon energy of 6.4 eV,

at a fixed pulse energy of 3 � 0.5 mJ per pulse. At this pulse

energy, the estimated thermal heating of the ruthenium

substrate was less than 8 K above the substrate temperature

of 82 K,20 which eliminates any thermal effects due to the UV

laser irradiation.

Parent EC molecules caged in a matrix of ASW cannot

undergo photodesorption. On the other hand, photofragments

formed within the cage may react with each other but

potentially also with the host water molecules surrounding

the cage. An additional experimental benefit is gained from the

fact that the parent molecules as well as the various photo-

products are all explosively desorbing at the same temperature

range near 165 K, the onset of ASW desorption (evidenced by

the dark blue–green stripe at that temperature scale in Fig. 2).

We have developed a way to simultaneously scan a complete

mass range during a single TPD run. This multimass-scan is an

efficient mode of operation, particularly for an initial screening

of new products that have not yet been identified.

A scan of this kind is demonstrated in a 3D form, where

QMS signal is displayed vs.mass and temperature, as shown in

Fig. 2. Fig. 2B was obtained following EC cage irradiation for

90 sec (equivalent to photons dose of 5.2 � 1018 at 193 nm),

while in Fig. 2A the same plot is a thermal scan of caged EC

molecules, without irradiation.

Post-irradiation stable molecular products can be observed

in the TPD scan at the mass range of 54–57 a.u. and 39–43 a.u.,

shown in the blow-up in Fig. 2B.

There is significant background signal at masses 35 and 37

due to chlorine, a dissociation product inside the QMS that

masks other possible stable molecular products at the same

mass range. It is evident from analysis of Fig. 2 that most of

the cage molecular content, including the parent molecules

and the photoproducts, explosively desorb simultaneously at

165 K upon the onset of ice desorption. Yet, a significant

fraction of the molecules are stabilized by water molecules in

the first layer, therefore desorbing only near 178 K.

Post-irradiation TPD spectra in Fig. 3 reveal the EC parent

molecule (mass 64) uptake as a function of irradiation time on

clean Ru (Fig. 3A) and O/Ru (Fig. 3B) substrates. The total

EC uptake signal decreases monotonically at a first order-like

kinetics with photons exposure.

The comparison between photo-induced decomposition on

clean vs. oxygen-covered ruthenium surfaces originates from

the attempt to modify the strength of interaction between

photo-excited, negatively charged EC (dissociative electron

attachment process—DEA1,2) with the underlying substrate.

Generally one expects that the oxygen-covered surface, on top

Fig. 1 DP-TPD at mass 64 (parent EC molecule) following water

post-deposition on top of a fixed 0.3 ML EC on clean Ru(001). The

TPD spectra demonstrate the gradual (from A to B) compression and

eventual full caging (C) of EC under the indicated ASW layers. Note

the substantially higher but narrower peak recorded following com-

plete caging under 20 BL. The dashed line in (B) was obtained from

0.3 ML EC directly deposited on top of a 6 BL thick water layer.

Fig. 2 (A) A multimass-TPD taken simultaneously at all masses

between 20–95 a.u. in a 3D representation without irradiation and (B)

following 90 s of irradiation time (equivalent to 5.2 � 1018 193 nm

photons). The blow-up reveals the signal of various photoproducts of

the EC@ice system.
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of which the parent molecule does not thermally dissociate,

will couple less strongly also to the excited EC.

A similar behavior is well known in the case of thin oxide

films (e.g. photodesorption of NO21 and CO3 from NiO/Ni, on

top of which overall photoreactivity is significantly larger than

on the clean metals).

Contrary to the above discussion, the cross section for

photo-induced decomposition of the caged EC molecules is

smaller by a factor of twenty on the (2�1)–O/Ru(001) sub-

strate (sO/Ru = (2.1 � 0.3) � 10�20 cm2) compared with the

clean Ru (sRu = (3.8 � 1) � 10�19 cm2). The cross section is

extracted from the expression I(t) = I(0)e
�sFt (see discussion

e.g. in ref. 21 and 22), where I(t) is the QMS signal, and F is the

photon flux, the uncertainty represents two standards of

deviation as extracted from the fit to the decay curves in

Fig. 3A and B. The caged molecules in the present study differ

from previous photoreactivity studies of molecules adsorbed

in direct contact with a substrate in their distance from the

surface. As discussed above, the EC molecules are trapped

within the ASW film at least 1.5 nm away from the surface.

Therefore the strength of interaction and therefore the

quenching probability of the excited (negatively charged) EC

is expected to be small and less sensitive to the variation

between the clean metal and the oxygen-covered ruthenium.

The overall probability for photoreactivity ptot is the product

of electron attachment (excitation) probability patt and prob-

ability for quenching of the excited state (pquench) that is the

sum of all possible pathways. The two main competing

de-excitation pathways are simple quenching in which the

energy of the excited state is damped back to the bulk

substrate (heating it) and the reactive channel of decomposi-

tion. Because of the large distance of the caged molecules, the

quenching is not expected to be significantly different for the

clean ruthenium metal and the oxygen-covered surface.

The twenty-fold difference in the cross-section shown in

Fig. 3 should therefore be attributed to the attachment

process. A possible origin for this difference in attachment

cross section between the bare metal and the oxygen-covered

one, is the 1.2 eV higher work function of the O/Ru(001)

compared to clean Ru(001).23 The lower energy position of the

Fermi level relative to the vacuum level in the O/Ru substrate,

leads to excitation by the 6.4 eV photons to energy range that

apparently does not overlap well the relevant excitation level

of the caged EC molecule. We conclude that as a result, the

probability for electron attachment in the O/Ru sample is

about an order of magnitude smaller than that on the clean

ruthenium sample, resulting in the overall smaller decomposi-

tion rate of the parent molecule: sRu E 20 sO/Ru. This

significant sensitivity to the underlying substrate undermines

the importance of direct photon absorption by the caged

EC molecules.

Subsequent to parent molecules dissociation, fragments

may react with each other and potentially also with the

surrounding water molecules.13 One should not expect

identical behavior to occur on solid particles in the strato-

sphere or grains in interstellar space, because of the different

chemical composition and electronic structure of these solid

particles. However, more energetic vacuum UV photons

(VUV), abundant in interstellar space, may lead to similar

reactivity of caged molecules, a possible route for the

formation of hydrocarbon species.6

The initial stage following DEA process includes photo-

fragmentation of the parent EC molecule to the alkyl radical

(C2H5) and to chloride anion. This fragmentation leads to the

chemistry and new products we observed.

In Fig. 4, the most abundant photoproducts as a result of

irradiation at 193 nm with photon energy of 6.4 ev are shown,

at masses 39, 41 and 56. As mentioned before, possible

products in mass range of 35–37 cannot be identified in our

study due to large chlorine background signal. Post-irradiation

TPD results in molecular products desorbing as caged mole-

cules. However, for the relatively small density of products

compared to the parent molecules, the higher temperature

desorption peak near 178 K is the dominant TPD peak over

the cage desorption at 165 K. This result is in contrast to the

behavior of the caged parent molecule, where most of the TPD

peak is the caged, explosive one near 165 K. Moreover, it is

also rather different from previous results obtained following

the photolysis of caged CD3Cl, where the larger fraction of

photoproducts has desorbed at 165 K.13

Fig. 3 (A) DP-TPD spectra of 0.3 ML EC (64 a.u.) on clean Ru and

(B) O/Ru substrate following 0, 60, 120 and 150 s exposure to a 193 nm

photon flux of 5.8 � 1016 photons s�1. The insets reveal the decom-

position rate of the parent molecule via uptake QMS signal at mass

64 as a function of irradiation time. The resulting cross section is

shown for both substrates. Heating rate is 2 K s�1.
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The practical absence of any oxygen containing products

suggests that unlike the methyl chloride case reported

previously, the slightly longer hydrocarbon chain leads to

preferred inter-alkyl chain interactions, that result in the

formation of hydrocarbons such as butylene (C4H8, mass 56)

and C3H5 (mass 41).

We conclude, therefore, that there is a stronger attraction

and better stability of these hydrocarbon chains while attached

to water molecules in direct bonding to the O/Ru surface

(first layer) than as a ‘‘floating’’ cage within the ASW matrix.

We have noted that while forming these stable products, at

irradiation times longer than 90 s, equivalent to a doze of more

than 5.2 � 1018 photons, the products undergo fragmentation

by the same UV light and their yield starts to decrease. The

initial QMS signal growth vs. photon dosage can be translated

into formation cross sections:

s(mass 56)= (9.3� 1.5)� 10�22 cm2, s(mass 41)= (9.4� 1.5)

� 10�22 cm2, s(mass 39) = (8.2 � 1.5) � 10�22 cm2, on the

0.5 ML oxygen pre-covered Ru(001).

Beyond the above exposure to the UV light, photoproducts

integrated desorption peaks start decreasing with photon

dosage at higher cross sections:

s(mass 56)= (1.8� 0.7)� 10�20 cm2, s(mass 41)= (1.7� 0.7)

� 10�20 cm2 and s(mass 39) = (2.4 � 0.7) � 10�20 cm2.

The photoproducts on the clean Ru surface undergo the

same process except the fact that the turning point occurs

already at smaller photon dosage, after 30 s (equivalent to

1.74 � 1018 193 nm photons) of irradiation. This observation

suggests a faster and more efficient decomposition of the

photoproducts on the clean ruthenium, making it practically

impossible to measure formation cross sections. The photo-

decomposition process on the clean ruthenium, has indeed

higher cross sections: s(mass 56) = (8.6 � 1.5) � 10�19 cm2,

s(mass 41) = (4.6 � 1.5) � 10�19 cm2 and s(mass 39) =

(3.4 � 1.2) � 10�19 cm2.

The most abundant product is found at mass 41 � 1 a.u.

(C3H5), presumably a direct reaction of ‘‘hot’’ ethyl with ‘‘hot’’

methyl. Ethyl is a direct fragment of the parent molecule while

the methyl may be obtained from direct photodecomposition or

DEA process of the ethyl radical.

A reaction between two ethyl radicals results in longer chain

alkyl at mass 56 � 1 (C4H8), with one double bond (butylene).

Mass 39 � 1 seems to be formed via a dehydrogenation of the

photoproduct at mass 41 leading to (C3H4).

4. Conclusions

We have demonstrated the caging and subsequent photo-induced

reactivity of ethyl chloride molecules within a layer of amorphous

solid water on top of clean and oxygen-covered Ru(001). It was

shown that the caged molecules reside 1.5 � 0.2 nm above the

solid surface. The photoreactivity is due to irradiation with an

excimer laser at 193 nm, resulting in dissociative electron

attachment (DEA) of the caged molecules. We have demon-

strated that counterintuitively, the photoreactivity on top of the

clean ruthenium surface is almost twenty times faster than on the

oxygen-covered surface, with dissociation cross sections:

sRu = 3.8 � 10�19 cm2 and sO/Ru = 2.1 � 10�20 cm2. This

difference is attributed to the higher work function of oxygen-

covered ruthenium, resulting in a smaller electron attachment

probability due to mismatch of the ruthenium photo-electron

energy with the adsorbed EC excited electron affinity levels.

EC molecules decomposing within the cage result in photo-

products with short-chain hydrocarbons but do not include

oxygen-containing molecules which could have been obtained

from a reaction with the surrounding water molecules. The

most abundant products (C4H8, C3H5 and C3H3) are thought

to be formed due to further fragmentation of the original ethyl

radical by the subsequent pulses and strong hydrophobic

interactions that prevent reactions of the hydrocarbon frag-

ments with the surrounding water. Finally, unique stabiliza-

tion of the photoproducts has been observed with the first

layer of water molecules in direct contact with the substrate

desorbing near 180 K, a significantly higher temperature than

the typical desorption of caged molecules.

Molecular cations formed via high-energy photons (VUV)

were reported to be stabilized by the water-ice matrix, repre-

senting interstellar photochemistry on grains. The present

results of EC@ice reveal stabilization within the ice cage as

well, but here fragments are either neutral (hydrocarbon

radicals) or negative ions (chloride). The neutral radicals

may facilitate the formation of longer-chain hydrocarbons.

This study has demonstrated the photo-induced formation

of hydrocarbons. These results are potentially relevant to

photoreactivity over solid particles in the stratosphere. It

Fig. 4 DP-TPD spectra of photoproducts at masses 39, 41 and

56 following excitation of 0.3 ML of caged EC@ASW on O/Ru.

Irradiation by 193 nm photons at a flux of 5.8 � 1016 cm2 for the

indicated exposure time.
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may open a new channel of understanding of photoreactivity

on grains in interstellar space as well.
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